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Devotional Reading 

 
VISION OF THE DIVINE FORM AS INCLUDING ALL FORMS 

The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter XI, p 78-83 

ARJUNA: 

MY delusion has been dispersed by the words which thou for my soul's peace hast spoken 

concerning the mystery of the Adhyâtma – the spirit… I now desire to see thy divine form, O 

sovereign Lord. Wherefore, O Lord, if thou thinkest it may be beheld by me, show me, O 

Master of devotion, thine inexhaustible Self."  
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KRISHNA: 

"Behold, O son of Pritha, my forms by hundreds and by thousands, of diverse kinds 

divine, of many shapes and fashions. Behold the Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Aswins, and the Maruts, 

see things wonderful never seen before, O son of Bharata.… But as with thy natural eyes thou art 

not able to see me, I will give thee the divine eye. Behold my sovereign power and might!" 

SANJAYA: 

O king, having thus spoken, Hari,1 the mighty Lord of mysterious power, showed to the 

son of Pritha his supreme form…. full of every marvelous thing, the eternal god whose face is 

turned in all directions. The glory and amazing splendor of this mighty Being may be likened to 

the radiance shed by a thousand suns rising together into the heavens. The son of Pandu then 

beheld within the body of the God of gods the whole universe in all its vast variety…. 

ARJUNA: 

"I behold, O god of gods, within thy frame all beings and things of every kind; the Lord 

Brahmâ on his lotus throne, all the Rishees and the heavenly Serpents.2 I see thee on all sides, of 

infinite forms, having many arms, stomachs, mouths, and eyes. But I can discover neither thy 

beginning, thy middle, nor thy end, O universal Lord, form of the universe. I see thee crowned with 

a diadem and armed with mace and chakra,3 a mass of splendor, darting light on all sides; difficult 

to behold, shining in every direction with light immeasurable, like the burning fire or glowing sun. 

Thou art the supreme inexhaustible Being, the end of effort, changeless, the Supreme Spirit of 

this universe, the never-failing guardian of eternal law: I esteem thee Purusha,4 I see thee 

without beginning, middle, or end, of infinite power with arms innumerable, the sun and moon 

thy eyes, thy mouth a flaming fire, overmastering the whole universe with thy majesty. Space 

and heaven, and earth and every point around the three regions of the universe are filled with 

thee alone.  

The triple world is full of fear, O thou mighty Spirit, seeing this thy marvelous form of 

terror. Of the assemblage of the gods some I see fly to thee for refuge, while some in fear with 

joined hands sing forth thy praise; the hosts of the Maharshis and Siddhas, great sages and 

saints, hail thee, saying 'svasti,'5 and glorify thee with most excellent hymns... All the worlds 

alike with me are terrified to behold thy wondrous form gigantic, O thou of mighty arms, with 

many mouths and eyes, with many arms, thighs and feet, with many stomachs and projecting 

tusks. For seeing thee thus touching the heavens, shining with such glory, with widely-opened 

mouths and bright expanded eyes, my inmost soul is troubled and I lose both firmness and 

tranquility, O Vishnu.  

Beholding thy dreadful teeth and thy face like the burning of death, I can see neither 

heaven nor earth; I find no peace; have mercy, O Lord of gods, thou Spirit of the universe! …. 

As troops of insects carried away by strong impulse find death in the fire, even so do these 

beings with swelling force pour into thy mouths for their own destruction. Thou involvest and 

swallowest all these creatures from every side, licking them in thy flaming lips; filling the 

universe with thy splendor, thy sharp beams burn, O Vishnu.  

Reverence be unto thee, O best of Gods! Be favorable! I seek to know thee, the 

Primeval One, for I know not thy work."   

 
1 Hari, an epithet of Krishna, meaning that he has the power to remove all difficulty. 
2 These are the Uragas, said to be serpents. But it must refer to the great Masters of Wisdom, who were often 

called Serpents. 
3 Among human weapons this would be known as the discus, but here it means the whirling wheels of spiritual 

will and power. 
4 Purusha, the Eternal Person. The same name is also given to man by the Hindus. 
5 This cry is supposed to be for the benefit of the world, and has that meaning. 
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On Psychic and spiritual development 
 

Two of the first questions an enquirer and explorer of this vast subject may consider are:  

 

a) What sorts of visions are spiritual, or psychic, come in dreams? 

 

b) Is purpose understood, or why and when they may come? 

 

These are some of the considerations we will enter into in this talk.  

 

To begin, let us observe the progress of psychic and spiritual development are interconnected 

due to their effects on one another. We will explore this connection with examples of the 

visions it can create in Adepts and mediums. 

 

As a start, let us adopt the keynote to the old esoteric and beneficent system as given in The 

Voice of the Silence, on the first page: 

 

THESE instructions are for those ignorant of the dangers of the lower IDDHI*.  

 

* Iddhi / Siddhi are “the psychic faculties, the abnormal powers in man. There 

are two kinds of Siddhis. One group which embraces the lower, coarse, psychic 

and mental energies; the other is one which exacts the highest training of 

Spiritual powers. Says Krishna in Shrimad Bhagavat:- "He who is engaged in 

the performance of yoga, who has subdued his senses and who has 

concentrated his mind in me (Krishna), such yogis all the Siddhis stand 

ready to serve."” 

 

The power of looking directly on ideas and events 

“Knowledge Comes In Visions” 

 

A fragment from the pen of H.P.B.; at least it is attributed to her in The 

Theosophist, Vol. XXXI, March, 1910, pg. 685. 

 

Knowledge comes in visions, first in dreams and then in pictures presented to the 

inner eye during meditation. Thus have I been taught the whole system of evolution, the 

laws of being and all else that I know—the mysteries of life and death, the workings of 

karma. Not a word was spoken to me of all this in the ordinary way, except, perhaps, by 

way of confirmation of what was thus given me—nothing taught me in writing. And 

knowledge so obtained is so clear, so convincing, so indelible in the impression it 

makes upon the mind, that all other sources of information, all other methods of 

teaching with which we are familiar dwindle into insignificance in comparison with 

this. One of the reasons why I hesitate to answer offhand some questions put to me is 

the difficulty of expressing in sufficiently accurate language things given to me in 

pictures, and comprehended by me by the pure Reason, as Kant would call it. 
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Theirs is a synthetic method of teaching: the most general outlines are given first, 

then an insight into the method of working, next the broad principles and notions are 

brought into view, and lastly begins the revelation of the minuter points.  

 

The Hermetists and their Visions 
 

…. Swedenborg has virtually given the same interpretation of the first chapter of 

Genesis as the Hermetic philosophers.  The seer, as well as the initiates, notwithstanding 

their veiled phraseology, clearly show that the first chapters of Genesis relate to the 

regeneration, or a new birth of man, not to the creation of our universe and its crown 

work — MAN.  The fact that the terms of the alchemists, such as salt, sulphur, and mercury 

are transformed by Swedenborg into ens, cause, and effect, does not affect the underlying 

idea of solving the problems of the Mosaic books by the only possible method — that 

used by the Hermetists — that of correspondences. 

His doctrine of correspondence, or Hermetic symbolism, is that of Pythagoras and 

of the kabalists — “as above, so below.”  It is also that of the Buddhist philosophers, 

who, in their still more abstract metaphysics, inverting the usual mode of definition 

given by our erudite scholars, call the invisible types the only reality, and everything 

else the effects of the causes, or visible prototypes — illusions.  However contradictory 

their various elucidations of the Pentateuch may appear on their surface, every one of 

them tends to show that the sacred literature of every country, the Bible as much as the 

Vedas or the Buddhist Scriptures, can only be understood and thoroughly sifted by the 

light of Hermetic philosophy.  The great sages of antiquity, those of the mediæval ages, 

and the mystical writers of our more modern times also, were all Hermetists. Whether 

the light of truth had illuminated them through their faculty of intuition, or as a 

consequence of study and regular initiation, virtually, they had accepted the method and 

followed the path traced to them by such men as Moses, Gautama-Buddha, and Jesus.  

The truth, symbolized by some alchemists as dew from heaven, had descended into their 

hearts, and they had all gathered it upon the tops of mountains, after having spread 

CLEAN linen cloths to receive it; and thus, in one sense, they had secured, each for 

himself, and in his own way, the universal solvent.  How much they were allowed to 

share it with the public is another question.  That veil, which is alleged to have covered 

the face of Moses, when, after descending from Sinai, he taught his people the Word of 

God, cannot be withdrawn at the will of the teacher only.  It depends on the listeners, 

whether they will also remove the veil which is “upon their hearts.”   (Isis 1:307) 

 

Robert Crosbie on Cultivating Spiritual Perception 
 

You speak of a surer sense of truth than any manner of reasoning. This: is the action 

of Buddhi—direct cognition—the goal to which all right philosophy and life leads. In 

our sincere efforts we at times may have flashes from that seat of consciousness. The 

great result would be to have the continuous co-operation of Manas and Buddhi—

higher mind and spiritual knowledge; to work as the god-man, perfect in all his parts, 

instead of the present sectional operation which obtains. 

You may remember that in The Voice of the Silence there are two doctrines 

mentioned. The Doctrine of the Eye is that of the brain consciousness, composed 
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largely of external impressions. The Doctrine of the Heart is of the spiritual 

consciousness of the Ego—not perceived by the brain consciousness until right thought, 

and right action which sooner or later follows it, attune certain centers in the brain in 

accord with the spiritual vibration. It might be well to read The Voice over and meditate 

on its sayings. You have had much of the intellectual side; there should be as much of 

the devotional; for what is desirable is the awakening of the spiritual consciousness, the 

intuition—Buddhi—and this cannot be done unless the thoughts are turned that way 

with power and purpose. You may, if you will, set apart a certain half-hour, just before 

retiring and after arising—as soon as possible after—and before eating. Concentrate the 

mind upon the Masters as ideals and facts—living, active, beneficent Beings working in 

and on the plane of causes. Meditate upon this exclusively, and try to reach up to Them 

in thought. If you find the mind has strayed, bring it back again to the subject of 

meditation. The mind will stray more or less, at first, and perhaps for a long time to 

come, but do not be discouraged at the apparent results if unsatisfactory to your mind. 

The real results may not at once be apparent, but the work is not lost, even though not 

seen. It is more than likely that the work in this direction will be perceived by others 

rather than yourselves. Never mind the past, for you are at the entrance of a new world 

to you as persons. You have set your feet on the path that leads to real knowledge. 
The Friendly Philosopher, pages 13-14, Letter 5 

 

The Dangers of Partial Vision 
 

Do not try to open up conscious communication with beings on other planes. It is 

not the time and danger lies that way, because of the power of creating one’s own 

images, and because of the power and disposition of the dark forces to simulate beings 

of Light, and render futile your efforts to reach the goal. When the materials are ready 

the Architect will appear, but seek him not; seek only to be ready. Do the best you can 

from day to day, fearing nothing, doubting nothing, putting your whole trust in the 

Great Law, and all will be well. With the right attitude knowledge will come. 
ibid 

 

[The idea is to train our senses and obtain a specific knowledge of our individual Selves as 

they relate to the Divine ONE SELF. Without such a thorough mastery we may wrongly 

anthropomorphize both higher and lower entities, Spirits or Beings which at first appear to 

the neophyte as Colours and Sounds.  

It is only the high Adept who can perceive such Beings – whether Divine or Astral – in their 

true form; whereas the untrained intellect of a Chela will only perceive their vibrational 

outline, not their real forms,6 and the casual perception of ordinary sensitives and mediums 

can only see three types or forms: the Astral Bodies of living men; good and bad 

Nirmanakayas who live in their ethereal personalities in invisible space, and Spooks, 

Elementaries and Elementals who steal shapes from the general Astral Light or from the 

“mind’s eye” of the audience or the medium.] 

 
6 See initial devotional reading from the Gita Chapter XI.  
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Spiritual Visions: why they come about, and how 

The Rationale of the Adept 

 

ENQ. You speak of Adepts as being an exception to the rule of our general ignorance. Do 

they really know more than we do of Re-incarnation and after states? 

THEO. They do, indeed. By the training of faculties we all possess, but which they alone 

have developed to perfection, they have entered in spirit these various planes and states we 

have been discussing. For long ages, one generation of Adepts after another has studied the 

mysteries of being, of life, death, and re-birth, and all have taught in their turn some of the facts 

so learned.                 The Key, 217 

[For a further rationale of the subject see Appendix A] 

 

It is from this WISDOM-RELIGION that all the various individual “Religions”. . . have 

sprung, forming in their turn offshoots and branches, and also all the minor creeds, based 

upon and always originated through some personal experience in psychology. Every 

such religion, or religious offshoot, be it considered orthodox or heretical, wise or foolish, 

started originally as a clear and unadulterated stream from the Mother-Source.  

from Is Theosophy a Religion? by HPB 

 

Transcendental Causes 

 

There is a transcendental set of causes put in motion—so to speak—in the occurrence of 

these phenomena, which, not being in relation to our narrow range of cognition, can only be 

traced to their source and their nature, and understood by the Spiritual faculties of the Adept.  

 

They are, as Asclepios puts it to the King, “incorporeal corporealities”—such as “appear in 

the mirror,” and “abstract forms” that we see, hear, and smell, in our dreams, and visions. 

What have the “modes of motion,” light, and ether to do with these? Yet we see, hear, and 

smell, and touch them, ergo they are as much realities to us in our dreams as any other thing 

on this plane of Maya.      SD 1:566 “The Coming Force” 

 

Understanding the Inner Nature of Man 

 

Q. What are the "principles" which are active during dreams?  

A. The "principles" active during ordinary dreams – which ought to be distinguished from 

real dreams, and called idle visions – are Kama, the seat of the personal Ego and of desire 

awakened into chaotic activity by the slumbering reminiscences of the lower Manas.  

Q. What is the "lower Manas"?  

A. It is usually called the animal soul (the Nephesh of the Hebrew Kabalists). It is the ray 

which emanates from the Higher Manas or permanent Ego, and is that "principle" which 

forms the human mind – in animals instinct, for animals also dream… The combined action 

of Kama and the "animal soul," however, are purely mechanical. It is instinct, not reason, 
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which is active in them…. The retentive faculty of the brain, however, may register and 

preserve them7 if they are only impressed strongly enough. But, as a rule, our memory 

registers only the fugitive and distorted impressions which the brain receives at the moment 

of awakening. This aspect of "dreams" however, has been sufficiently observed and is 

described correctly enough in modern physiological and biological works, as such human 

dreams do not differ much from those of the animals. That which is entirely terra incognita 

for Science is the real dreams and experiences of the higher EGO, which are also called 

dreams, but ought not to be so termed, or else the term for the other sleeping "visions" 

changed.  

Q. How do these differ?  

A. The nature and functions of real dreams cannot be understood unless we admit the 

existence of an immortal Ego in mortal man, independent of the physical body, for the 

subject becomes quite unintelligible unless we believe – that which is a fact – that during 

sleep there remains only an animated form of clay, whose powers of independent thinking are 

utterly paralyzed.  

But if we admit the existence of a higher or permanent Ego in us – which Ego must not be 

confused with what we call the "Higher Self," we can comprehend that what we often regard 

as dreams, generally accepted as idle fancies, are, in truth, stray pages torn out from the 

life and experiences of the inner man, and the dim recollection of which at the moment of 

awakening becomes more or less distorted by our physical memory. The latter catches 

mechanically a few impressions of the thoughts, facts witnessed, and deeds performed by 

the inner man during its hours of complete freedom. 

… In the thoughts of the real man, or the immortal "Individuality," the pictures and visions of 

the Past and Future are as the Present; nor are his thoughts like ours, subjective pictures in 

our cerebration, but living acts and deeds, present actualities. They are realities, even as they 

were when speech expressed in sounds did not exist; when thoughts were things, and men 

did not need to express them in speeches; for they instantly realized themselves in action 

by the power of Kriya-Sakti, that mysterious power which transforms instantaneously ideas 

into visible forms, and these were as objective to the "man" of the early third Race as objects 

of sight are now to us.  

from “Transactions of the Blavatsky Lodge of the T. S.” p. 59-61  

(Explanations of the stanzas from the "Secret Doctrine")  

 

 

The Arrangement of the Senses According to Raja Yoga 

 

While diagrams should be only used most sparingly, it may be helpful to try to sketch out 

what the teachings say about the senses in their relation to one another on the objective, 

psychic and spiritual planes.  

 

 

 
7 The purely mechanical actions of Kama and lower manas, the instinctual – not reasoned – ‘electric shocks’ that 

come from and go to the body’s various nerve-centers.  
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This can be taken to represent just one student’s view of it, and only quite a partial one:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Comparing by analogy what the Voice of the Silence teaches on the senses 

The last vibrates like the dull rumbling of a thunder-cloud (the last of the 7 mystic sounds). 

The seventh swallows all the other sounds. They die, and then are heard no more. 

When the six8 are slain and at the Master's feet are laid, then is the pupil merged into the 

ONE9, becomes that ONE and lives therein. 

Before that path is entered, thou must destroy thy lunar body,10 cleanse thy mind-body11 and 

make clean thy heart.  

“Merge into one sense thy senses, if thou would'st be secure against the foe. 'Tis by that sense 

alone which lies concealed within the hollow of thy brain, that the steep path which leadeth to 

thy Master may be disclosed before thy Soul's dim eyes.”  The Voice of the Silence, 16 

Unless thou hearest, thou canst not see.  

Unless thou seest thou canst not hear.  

To hear and see this is the second stage.  

 
8  The six principles; meaning when the lower personality is destroyed and the inner individuality is merged into 

and lost in the Seventh or Spirit. 
9  The disciple is one with Brahmâ or the ATMAN. 
10  The astral form produced by the Kamic principle, the Kama rupa or body of desire. 
11 Manasa rupa. The first refers to the astral or personal Self; the second to the individuality or the reincarnating 

Ego whose consciousness on our plane or the lower Manas-has to be paralyzed. 

                 Hearing (1st)                                                        Buddhi (7th) 

 

 

 [Permeability?] 

Touch (2nd)                                       Spiritual                                      Manas (6th) 

 

                                   Psychic 

     Smell (5th) 

                  Sight (3rd)  

                                                            Taste (4th) 

                                       Physical 
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When the disciple sees and hears, and when he smells and tastes, eyes closed, ears shut, with 

mouth and nostrils stopped ; when the four senses blend and ready are to pass into the 

fifth, that of the inner touch – then into stage the fourth he hath passed on.  The Voice of the 

Silence, 18-9 

And now, Lanoo, thou art the doer and the witness, the radiator and the radiation, Light in 

the Sound, and the Sound in the Light. The Voice of the Silence, 20 

The mixed nature of psychic visions 
 

Those who are heirs to primeval revelations have taught these “possibilities” in 

every century, but have never found a fair hearing. The truths inspired to Kepler, 

Leibnitz, Gassendi, Swedenborg, etc., were ever alloyed with their own speculations 

in one or another predetermined direction—hence distorted.  The Secret Doctrine 1:622  

 

The letters of the Master Serapis several times mention John King. Under 

this name several entities seem to have played their part in the early days of 

Spiritualism. Spirits calling themselves “John King” still materialise, with the 

orthodox features, but they are fraudulent spirits, I think, utterly lacking in the 

distinction which was a characteristic of the genuine and original John King, 

Colonel Olcott mentions that John King was first heard of in 1850. According to 

Colonel Olcott, there were three John Kings:  

1. “An elemental pure and simple, employed by H.P.B. and a certain other 

expert in the doing of wonders”;  

2. “the earth-haunting soul of Sir Henry Morgan, the famous buccaneer”;  

3. “messenger and servant—never the equal—of living Adepts”.  

It is this third John King who is referred to in the letters of the Master.  
A Letter from a Master of Wisdom  

 

[The progress of psychic and spiritual development are inextricably interconnected due to the 

effect the one has on the other as the mind is really one, the philosophy says, although we 

classify it as dual to make finer distinctions. The sequence is similar in all true occult systems 

that use and must obey the laws of psychology and soul dynamics as taught in the School of 

esoteric Raja Yoga. See the first page of the Preface to the Voice of the Silence for more. The 

following from Isis gives a good feeling for it:]  

 

Therefore, it is with a certain degree of logic that the ancient theurgists maintained that 

the rational part of man’s soul (spirit) never entered wholly into the man’s body, but only 

overshadowed him more or less through the irrational or astral soul, which serves as an 

intermediary agent, or a medium between spirit and body.  The man who has conquered 

matter sufficiently to receive the direct light from his shining Augoeides, feels truth 

intuitionally; he could not err in his judgment, notwithstanding all the sophisms suggested 

by cold reason, for he is ILLUMINATED.  Hence, prophecy, vaticination, and the so-called 

Divine inspiration are simply the effects of this illumination from above by our own 

immortal spirit.   
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Swedenborg, following the mystical doctrines of the Hermetic philosophers, devoted a 

number of volumes to the elucidation of the “internal sense” of Genesis.  Swedenborg was 

undoubtedly a “natural-born magician,” a seer; he was not an adept.  Thus, however closely 

he may have followed the apparent method of interpretation used by the alchemists and 

mystic writers, he partially failed; the more so, that the model chosen by him in this method 

was one who, albeit a great alchemist, was no more of an adept than the Swedish seer 

himself, in the fullest sense of the word.  Eugenius Philalethes had never attained “the 

highest pyrotechny,” to use the diction of the mystic philosophers.  (Isis 1:306) 

 

One of the Masters of Wisdom wrote this which provides more nuance: 

 

You have heard of and read about a good many Seers, in the past and present centuries, such 

as Swedenborg, Boehme, and others. Not one among the number but thoroughly honest, 

sincere, and as intelligent, as well educated; aye, even learned. Each of them in addition to 

these qualities, has or had an + of his own; a “Guardian” and a Revelator — under whatever 

“mystery” and “mystic name” — whose mission it is — or has been to spin out to his 

spiritual ward — a new system embracing all the details of the world of Spirit. Tell me, my 

friend, do you know of two that agree?  

 

And why, since truth is one, and that putting entirely the question of discrepancies in details 

aside — we do not find them agreeing even upon the most vital problems — those that have 

either “to be, or not to be” — and of which there can be no two solutions? Summed up, it 

comes to the following: — All the “Rosicrucians,” all the mediaeval mystics, Swedenborg, 

P.B. Randolf, Oxley, etc., etc.: “there are secret Brotherhoods of Initiates in the East, 

especially in Tibet and Tartary; there only can the LOST WORD (which is no Word) be 

found…”    A Letter from a Master of Wisdom 

 

Examples of Visions  

The Clairvoyance of Swedenborg  
 

In his 1766 book, Kant sums up the story about Swedenborg’s vision of the fire near his 

house in Stockholm, when 60 miles away in Gothenburg: 

"It was, as I am well told, towards the end of the 1759th year, when Mr. Swedenborg, coming 

from England, came ashore to Gothenburg one afternoon. He was drawn the same evening to a 

company with a local merchant, and after some delay, with all the signs of dismay, gave the news that 

a terrible conflagration was raging in Stockholm in the Südermalm. After a few hours, within which 

he now and then sprang, he reported to the company that the fire was healed, and how far it had 

spread. The same evening, this strange news spread, and was carried around the whole city the next 

morning; after only two days, the report arrived from Stockholm in Gothenburg, completely 

unanimous, as they say, with Swedenborg's visions." 

[Immanuel Kant [1724-1804] was a very influential philosopher whose work continues to affect 

modern fields of philosophy. Kant was interested in how the mind perceives and influences 

experiences... so, naturally, he occasionally looked at reports of strange experiences to see what he 

might discover in terms of his evolving philosophy.] 
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From http://anomalyinfo.com/Stories/1759-july-19-emanuel-swedenborg-and-fire  

Swedenborg, Emmanuel. The great Swedish seer and mystic. He was born 

on the 29th January, 1688… died in London, in Great Bath Street, 

Clerkenwell, on March 29th, 1772…. For while as an astronomer, 

mathematician, physiologist, naturalist, and philosopher he had no rival, in 

psychology and metaphysics he was certainly behind his time. When forty-six 

years of age, he became a “Theosophist”, and a “seer”; but, although his life 

had been at all times blameless and respectable, he was never a true 

philanthropist or an ascetic. His clairvoyant powers, however, were very 

remarkable; but they did not go beyond this plane of matter; all that he says of 

subjective worlds and spiritual beings is evidently far more the outcome of his 

exuberant fancy, than of his spiritual insight. He left behind him numerous 

works, which are sadly misinterpreted by his followers.  

from The Theosophical Glossary 

 

Modern Instances of Clairvoyance  
 

In Topic 7A  of the Theosophical Correspondence Course there is a story on page 13 

of Sha Nohr from Seattle who, in 2004, dreamt of where a friend of her daughter's was stuck 

in a crashed car and so was able to go to where the car was – off a remote part of a highway – 

and to be able rescue her. This was widely reported at the time in the press and on TV, the good 

character and reliability of the witness was verified, as were the circumstances.  

There continue at all times proven and provable cases of premonitions given in dreams, 

more recently a comic detailing a series of dream premonitions appeared in social media feeds. 

The author of the magazine, Ryo Tatsuki, a talented Japanese lady working as a professional 

comic book illustrator, wanted to share her uncanny predictions, so she published many of them 

in 1999 in comic book form. The magazine contains many remarkably accurate predictions, 

here we just note two which accurately predicted, to the month, the 2011 Japan earthquake-

tsunami and arrival of COVID-19 in Japan.12 

 
12 Predictions which can be comparatively easily verified by referring to a published book are rare and worth 

taking note of. The lady’s dream on COVID was published in 1999 and on it she wrote “… an unknown virus will 
come in 2020, will disappear after peaking in April and appear again 10 years later.” 

Verifying this has been difficult due to differences in language but a few book reviews from 2004 to 2020 
have been found (linked below) by people who read the comic and none offer serious criticism. The most 
interesting are the ones written by those who reviewed it before 2011 or 2020. To verify it properly, if it’s not 
been done, a Japanese speaker would need to go to a reference library to see the 1999 magazine. 

But in general we should not be too surprised by this as it’s well know that under certain dream conditions the 
mind can see in the astral light and remember on waking what was seen with the astral senses.  

A Japanese reviewer on Amazon wisely commented that these visons may create fear and worry unless one 
has both a philosophy to explain it and a training that enables one to use that knowledge positively and for good. 
So is it better that such talents remain uncommon, for if the unscrupulous were routinely able to see into the 
future they could make life a misery for others? 

Theosophy aims to give such knowledge and training and starts by teaching the laws and ethics of beneficent  
occultism. For that reason the 'how' of practical magic is not given until chelas of the Masters of Wisdom have 
been fully tested and their devotion to the cause of humanity is well proven. Amazon book reviews from 2004 
to 2020 link (click to translate). 

http://anomalyinfo.com/Stories/1759-july-19-emanuel-swedenborg-and-fire
https://www.theosophy-ult.org.uk/theosophy/correspondence-course/
https://medium.com/japan-blog/from-the-dream-diary-of-ryo-tatsuki-to-the-eruption-of-mount-fuji-a194022b9fd4
https://www.amazon.co.jp/-/en/%E7%A7%81%E3%81%8C%E8%A6%8B%E3%81%9F%E6%9C%AA%E6%9D%A5-%E3%81%BB%E3%82%93%E3%81%A8%E3%81%AB%E3%81%82%E3%81%A3%E3%81%9F%E6%80%96%E3%81%84%E8%A9%B1%E3%82%B3%E3%83%9F%E3%83%83%E3%82%AF%E3%82%B9-%E3%81%9F%E3%81%A4%E3%81%8D-%E8%AB%92/dp/4257986999/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pdt_img_top?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.co.jp/-/en/%E7%A7%81%E3%81%8C%E8%A6%8B%E3%81%9F%E6%9C%AA%E6%9D%A5-%E3%81%BB%E3%82%93%E3%81%A8%E3%81%AB%E3%81%82%E3%81%A3%E3%81%9F%E6%80%96%E3%81%84%E8%A9%B1%E3%82%B3%E3%83%9F%E3%83%83%E3%82%AF%E3%82%B9-%E3%81%9F%E3%81%A4%E3%81%8D-%E8%AB%92/dp/4257986999/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_pdt_img_top?ie=UTF8
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Near Death Experiences (NDEs) 
 

I was ready to go at that time. I said, "I am ready, take me." Then the light turned into the 

most beautiful thing that I have ever seen: a mandala of human souls on this planet. I saw 

how we are the most beautiful creations. The human soul, the human matrix that we all make 

together is absolutely fantastic, elegant, exotic, everything. I just cannot say enough about 

how it changed my opinion of human beings in that instant. I said, "Oh, God, I did not know 

how beautiful we are!" I was astonished to find that there was no evil in any soul. The terrible 

things that happened to people might make them do evil things, but their souls were not evil. 

What all people seek, what sustains them, is love, the light told me. What distorts people is a 

lack of love. 

 

The revelations seemed to go on and on. Then I asked, "Does this mean that humankind will 

be saved?" Like a trumpet blast with a shower of spiraling lights, the great light spoke, 

saying, "You save, redeem and heal yourself. You always have and always will. You were 

created with the power to do so from before the beginning of the world." 

 

In that instant I realized even more. I realized that we have already been saved because we 

were designed to self-correct like the rest of God's universe. This is what the “second 

coming” is about. I thanked the light of God with all my heart. The best thing I could come 

up with was these simple words of totally appreciation: "Oh dear God, dear Universe, dear 

Great Self, I love my life." The light seemed to breathe me in even more deeply, completely 

absorbing me. I entered into another realm, more profound than the last, and became aware of 

an enormous stream of light, vast and full, deep in the heart of life. I asked what this was. The 

light responded, "This is the river of life. Drink of this manna water to your heart's content." 

So I did. I was in ecstasy. 

 

Suddenly I seemed to be rocketing away from the planet on this stream of life. I saw the 

Earth fly away. The solar system in all its splendor whizzed by and disappeared. At faster 

than light speed, I flew through the center of the galaxy, absorbing more knowledge as I 

went. I learned that this galaxy, and all of the universe, is bursting with many different 

varieties of life. I saw many worlds. The good news is that we are not alone in this universe! 

Creation is God exploring God's Self through every way imaginable, in an ongoing, infinite 

exploration through every one of us. Through every piece of hair on your head, through every 

leaf on every tree, through every atom, God is exploring God's Self, the great "I am." 

Creation is about absolute pure consciousness, or God, coming into the experience of life as 

we know it. It was like I was looking out of God's eyes. I had become God. Suddenly I wasn't 

me anymore and suddenly I knew why every atom existed, and I could see everything. I 

understood that God is not there. God is here. God gave everything to us. People are so busy 

trying to become God instead of realizing that we are already God and God is becoming us. 

That's what it is really about. 

http://www.anac.org.uk/articles/neardeathexperience.htm 

http://www.mellen-thomas.com/quotes.html  

Also see Dr Raymond Moody’s work on NDEs https://near-death.com/raymond-moody/  

  

http://www.anac.org.uk/articles/neardeathexperience.htm
http://www.mellen-thomas.com/quotes.html
https://near-death.com/raymond-moody/
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On Keely’s visions 

 

What Mr. Keely has already done is grand and wonderful in the extreme; there is 

enough work before him in the demonstration of his new system to “humble the pride 

of those scientists who are materialistic, by revealing those mysteries which lie behind 

the world of matter,” without revealing it nolens volens to all. For surely Psychists 

and Spiritualists—of whom there are a good number in the European armies—would 

be the first to experience personally the fruits of such mysteries revealed. Thousands 

of them would find themselves (and perhaps with the populations of whole countries 

to keep them company) in blue Ether very soon, were such a Force to be even entirely 

discovered, let alone made publicly known. The discovery in its completeness is by 

several thousand—or shall we say hundred thousand?—years too premature. It will 

be at its appointed place and time only when the great roaring flood of starvation, 

misery, and underpaid labour ebbs back again—as it will when happily at last the just 

demands of the many are attended to; when the proletariat exists but in name, and the 

pitiful cry for bread, that rings throughout the world unheeded, has died away. This 

may be hastened by the spread of learning, and by new openings for work and 

emigration, with better prospects than exist now, and on some new continent that may 

appear. Then only will “Keely’s Motor and Force,” as originally contemplated by 

himself and friends, be in demand, because it will be more needed by the poor than by 

the wealthy. 

Meanwhile the force discovered by him will work through wires, and this, if he 

succeeds, will be quite sufficient in the present generation to make of him the greatest 

discoverer of this age. 

What Mr. Keely says of Sound and Colour is also correct from the Occult stand-

point. Hear him talk as though he were the nursling of the “Gods-revealers,” and had 

gazed all his life into the depths of Father-Mother Æther. 

In comparing the tenuity of the atmosphere with that of the etheric flows, 

obtained by him from his invention for breaking up the molecules of air by vibration, 

Keely says that:— 

. . . “It is as platina to hydrogen gas. Molecular separation of air brings us to the 

first sub-division only; inter-molecular, to the second; atomic, to the third; inter-

atomic, to the fourth; etheric, to the fifth; and inter-etheric, to the sixth sub-division, 

or positive association with luminiferous ether.* In my introductory argument I have 

contended that this is the vibratory envelope of all atoms. In my definition of atom I 

do not confine myself to the sixth subdivision where this luminiferous ether is 

developed in its crude form as far as my researches prove.† I think this idea will be 

pronounced by the physicists of the present day, a wild freak of the imagination. 

Possibly, in time, a light may fall upon this theory that will bring its simplicity 

forward for scientific research. At present I can only compare it to some planet in a 

dark space, where the light of the sun of science has not yet reached it. . .” 

“I assume that sound, like odour, is a real substance of unknown and wonderful 

tenuity, emanating from a body where it has been induced by percussion and throwing 

out absolute corpuscles of matter, inter-atomic particles, with velocity of 1,120 feet per 

second; in vacuo 20,000. The substance which is thus disseminated is a part and parcel 

of the mass agitated, and, if kept under this agitation continuously, would, in the 
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course of a certain cycle of time, become thoroughly absorbed by the atmosphere; or, 

more truly, would pass through the atmosphere to an elevated point of tenuity 

corresponding to the condition of sub-division that governs its liberation from its 

parent body.”. . .  

“The sounds from vibratory forks, set so as to produce etheric chords, while 

disseminating their tones (compound), permeate most thoroughly all substances that 

come under the range of their atomic bombardment. The clapping of a bell in vacuo 

liberates these atoms with the same velocity and volume as one in the open air; and 

were the agitation of the bell kept up continuously for a few millions of centuries it 

would  

————— 

* This also is the division, made by the Occultists, under other names. 

† Quite so, since there is the seventh beyond, which begins the same enumeration from 

the first to the last, on another and higher plane.  

————— 

 

thoroughly return to its primitive element; and, if the chamber were hermetically 

sealed, and strong enough, the vacuous volume surrounding the bell would be brought 

to a pressure of many thousands of pounds to the square inch, by the tenuous 

substance evolved. In my estimation, sound truly defined is the disturbance of atomic 

equilibrium, rupturing actual atomic corpuscles; and the substance thus liberated must 

certainly be a certain order of etheric flow. Under these conditions, is it unreasonable 

to suppose that, if this flow were kept up, and the body thus robbed of its element, it 

would in time disappear entirely? All bodies are formed primitively from this highly 

tenuous ether, animal, vegetable, and mineral, and they are only returned to their high 

gaseous condition when brought under a state of differential equilibrium.”. . . 
 

The Secret Doctrine, 1:563-5 

 

Further Visions: the writing of “Isis” by HPB & “The Most Holy Trinosophia” 

 

In a letter to her sister Vera H. P. Blavatsky wrote how she was given factual and accurate 

visions of some of the main historical events of the world, shared on Skype some months ago.  

One can find “The Most Holy Trinosophia” online, said to be from the writings of Count St. 

Germain.   
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Appendix A   Perceiving “an Idea” such as belief in Karmic Law 

 

[In the Key to Theosophy HPB was asked to “give some concrete example of the action of 

Karma.” She replied she would not (the enquirer may not have been ready?) as those “who 

are not Seers or Initiates, cannot know anything about the details of the working of the law 

of Karma” although Adepts or initiated Seers can, in detail, follow the Karmic processes of 

readjustment:] 

 

THEO. […] “Those who know” can do so (follow karma working) by the exercise of 

powers which are latent even in all men. 

 

ENQ. Does this hold equally of ourselves as of others? 

 

THEO. Equally. As just said, the same limited vision exists for all, save those who have 

reached in the present incarnation the acme of spiritual vision and clairvoyance. We can 

only perceive that, if things with us ought to have been different, they would have been 

different; that we are what we have made ourselves, and have only what we have earned for 

ourselves. 

 

ENQ. I am afraid such a conception would only embitter us. 

 

THEO. I believe it is precisely the reverse. It is disbelief in the just law of retribution that 

is more likely to awaken every combative feeling in man. A child, as much as a man, 

resents a punishment, or even a reproof he believes to be unmerited, far more than he does a 

severer punishment, if he feels that it is merited. Belief in Karma is the highest reason for 

reconcilement to one's lot in this life, and the very strongest incentive towards effort to 

better the succeeding re-birth. Both of these, indeed, would be destroyed if we supposed 

that our lot was the result of anything but strict Law, or that destiny was in any other hands 

than our own.          The Key, 215-6 

 

[This partially illustrates how the vision of the underlying philosophical and metaphysical 

reality may be perceived by an adept if he is an initiated Master of Wisdom.] 

 


